
Figure 1. Institute of Digital Archaeology’s recreation of Palmyra’s Arch of Triumph, 2016. Photo by Claire Voon.
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In 2011, armed opposition groups began to rebel against Syrian 
President Bashar al- Assad’s government. The accompanying 
disintegration of order in areas of Iraq and Syria has led to a 
crisis of looting of cultural heritage. The situation became even 
worse upon the rise of the radical jihadist group calling itself 
the Islamic State (IS), which has systematically destroyed pre- 
Islamic antiquities and sites as well Christian, Yazidi, and Shia 
heritage as part of their campaign of cultural as well as human 
genocide.

Western media reports have tended to focus on the destruc-
tion of pre- Islamic sites, most of all on the primarily Roman city 
of Palmyra. In 2015, the IS gained control of the archeological 
site of Palmyra as well as the neighboring modern city of Tadmur 
and its strategic gas fields.1 Fears for Palmyra’s extensive 
archeological remains were high, as the IS had released videos 
showing its fighters attacking antiquities and archeological 
sites with sledgehammers, earthmovers, and explosives at 
other major archeological sites: Nimrud, Mosul, and Hatra.2 
The voiceovers of the videos claim that the destruction was mo-
tivated by piety— by a wish to “remove the symbols of polythe-
ism and spread monotheism.”3

In March 2016, Syrian governmental forces retook Tadmur 
and Palmyra, but not before the IS had publically executed 
Palmyra’s retired chief of antiquities, Khaled al- Asaad, and 
detonated explosives in the site’s temples of Baal Shamin and 
Bel. Built in the first and second centuries CE, respectively, 
the temples were some of the best preserved structures from 
Roman antiquity existing anywhere in the world.4 Satellite pho-
tography also shows that many holes were dug to loot the site, 
which contained previously undisturbed archeological areas.

Commentators including Ömür Harmanşah5 and Aaron 
Tugendhaft6 have analyzed the elaborate videos, photographs, 
and social- media posts the IS produced to accompany the de-
struction at Palmyra and other cultural sites. The naiveté with 
which many Western audiences received these images, reading 
them merely as evidence of unthinking Philistinism, was a 
failure to recognize that the IS’s positioning of themselves as 
iconoclasts was in fact achieved with a relentless production 

Erin L. Thompson Recreating the Past in Our Own Image
Contemporary Artists’ Reactions to the 
Digitization of Threatened Cultural Heritage 
Sites in the Middle East
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of images. Moreover, these images were carefully modeled on 
familiar visual tropes, including video games and news reports, 
to appeal to various viewers. For example, jobless, disaffected, 
and disempowered Muslim youth who have spent their time 
playing Western- designed war games in which nebulous Middle 
Eastern figures are the enemy are, in Tugendhaft’s argument, 
especially susceptible to IS propaganda in the style of video 
games where the script is flipped, and Muslims are the heroes.

IS strategists are very much aware of the Western eager-
ness to consume these images of destruction. The IS’s English- 
language recruitment magazine has extensively discussed the 
destructions in fulsome terms, pointing out the IS’s power to 
enrage the West through the destruction of things they cherish 
and/or fetishize. Moreover, these images have a continuing 
power to penetrate: Western mainstream media no longer 
broadcasts images of gruesome executions, but we are still 
willing to communicate IS propaganda messages by showing 
images of the destruction of antiquities and repeating their 
party line— that this destruction is motivated by religious 
scruples— without questioning it.

Scholars and technologists almost immediately reacted 
to the IS’s destruction of antiquities by launching a flurry of 
projects with the goal of combating it with digital technologies. 
Whether the initiatives work with existing or new images, and 
regardless of whether they are concerned with threatened or 
already destroyed artifacts, they so far have in common the 
fact that their main “products” are 3D digital models, which 
involve using computer software to develop a mathematical 
representation of a three- dimensional surface of an object and 
then mechanically adding or subtracting layers of a substance 
using specialized extrusion or carving tools directed by this 
mathematical model.7 These models can exist in isolation, as 
files that allow viewers to examine an object or site virtually, 
or can be embedded within more elaborate presentations that 
also include supplemental information in the form of text and 
audio.

These models can be combined with 3D printing technol-
ogy to allow the creation of physical recreations, from scale 
models to life- sized replicas “printed” in concrete. For example, 
one project which has received both praise and criticism is the 
reconstruction of a portion of a Roman triumphal arch destroyed 
by the IS in Palmyra, digitally modelled from photographs taken 
by archaeologists and tourists before the occupation. The 
Institute of Digital Archaeology created a scale replica (twenty 
feet tall instead of fifty) of the arch using this digital model, 
and this replica has already been displayed in Trafalgar Square, 
London, and City Hall Park, New York, with plans to travel to 
other locations.8
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There is an extensive scholarship examining the role of 
digital technology within the study of cultural heritage sites.9 
Yet, the recent dismay over deliberate cultural destruction and 
concominant excitement about digital technologies, such as 
the ones that created the arch, has meant that the careful and 
balanced scholarly analysis of these technologies has been 
buried under a wave of press reports that hail technology as 
a savior and the remedy to this destruction. It is claimed that 
we can use these technologies to preserve threatened sites, 
reconstruct destroyed ones, and disseminate knowledge of 
the past cheaply and easily all over the globe.

But even the most seemingly simple model is created 
within a web of beliefs about its subject matter and the world 
as a whole, and few people have examined in any depth the 
messages communicated by these models. A key exception 
has been the contemporary artists whose work either directly 
questions assumptions built into digital recreations of heritage 
destroyed by the IS or whose reactions to the destruction are 
instructive comparisons that can help us to inspect digital 
recreations more critically.

These artists have addressed a number of themes, with 
projects that undermine the propaganda message of the IS’s 
destruction; projects that remind us of the impossibility of 
exact replication by emphasizing personal visions of the de-
stroyed works or using nonillusive materials or strategies; and 
projects that react against the abstract idea of shared cultural 
heritage by pointing to the needs of a specific community.

An example of the first technique is the work of Portland- 
based artist Ryan Woodring. Working with propaganda footage 
of artifact destruction at Iraq’s Mosul Museum, Woodring’s 
“Decimate Mesh” project alternately removes IS members or 
the artifacts they are destroying, thus bringing a godlike power 
to the artifacts themselves, as they seem to unveil themselves 
of covering tarps, or trivializing their aggressor’s movements by 
leaving them flailing their weapons at empty space.

By removing the artworks, which irresistibly draw the 
viewer’s eye in the original videos, Woodring exposes the 
theatricality and propagandistic exaggerations of the videos. 
The IS members position themselves at strange angles so that 
the camera can see the artwork more clearly as it is attacked, 
and use an array of inefficient, old- fashioned weapons, such as 
sledgehammers, which convey more clearly reminders of past 
iconoclasms. Woodring’s project is also an argument about the 
ultimate futility of the IS’s attempt to destroy artifacts at the 
same time as disseminating images of them.

The videos from which Woodring has removed the IS fight-
ers make a similar argument, by drawing attention to the begin-
ning minutes of IS videos, where, before the act of destruction, 
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there is what Woodring identifies as “exposition”— IS fighters 
removing tarps or other coverings from sculptures, while the 
camera pans around them. In Woodring’s modified videos, 
the sculptures appear to unveil themselves, explosively and 
repetitively, dwelling on the way in which IS videos educated 
larger audiences about these previously little- known works. As 
Woodring explains, his work is an act of protest, an attempt to 
“evacuate[e] the sculptures from the site of their demise” by 
“not allowing the sculptures and their destroyers to be in the 
same video, or in the same room, or on the same server as one 
another. That to me at least weakens the propaganda.”10

A larger number of contemporary artistic projects reveal 
the problems inherent in simple digital models of cultural sites. 
The artist Morehshin Allahyari is one of the most vocal critics 
of this type of digital recreation project— the one that produces 
physical objects. Allahyari has said that the arch in London is a 
simplistic gesture: “This is about histories, about institutional 
relationships. We have to talk about power structures— how 
it’s different when westerners or tech companies save cultural 
things compared to someone else who actually comes from the 
culture.”11 Allahyari’s own project, “Material Speculation: ISIS,” 
also digitally fabricates and produces 3D printing models of 
selected archeological artifacts destroyed by the IS.12

Allahyari first created digital models of the artifacts, and 
then produced 3D printed objects from these models. The final 
step of Allahyari’s project is to disseminate her files; currently, 
anyone can download the files necessary to 3D print her King 
Uthal object, and she plans to do the same for all objects in the 
project in the future. Her project offers an alternate prolifera-
tion of images to combat the IS’s attempts to “go viral” with its 
images of destruction.13

Figure 2. Ryan Woodring, “. . . the oldest 
new structure in the history of this city.” 
Trafalgar Square, London, altered video, 
2017. 42 seconds (http://ryanwoodring 
.com/oldest-new-structure/).
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Figure 3. Morehshin Allahyari, King Uthal, 2015, 3D printed plastic and electronic components, 12 x 4 x 3.5 in. Courtesy of the 
artist and Upfor Gallery. Photo by Mario Galluci, courtesy of Upfor Gallery.
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Allahyari makes the destruction of the antiquities into 
the beginning point of a new, endlessly repeatable series of 
creative collaborations between the artist and the public, who 
are free to manipulate the models and put them to their own 
uses. However, Allahyari’s project also points to the limitations 
of this reproduction. She makes the participant aware that the 
plastics used in 3D printing are derived from the very oil prod-
ucts whose extraction has destabilized the Middle East— a net-
work of connections she summarizes as the “Petropolitical and 
poetic relationships between 3D Printing, Plastic, Oil, Techno-
capitalism and Jihad.” Her interest in poetics is key; she frames 
her project as “a more feminine, emotional, conceptual way 
of thinking about tools and technologies,” and distinguishes 
between what she sees as a privileged, first world approach to 
technology with a more “radical” and “challenging” use of new 
media that will provoke not only thought but also emotion.14

Another of Allahyari’s concerns is with the tendency toward 
what she identifies as “digital colonialism” in many digital 
recreation projects. The theory of “digital colonialism” points 
to various inequalities in relation to the internet and other 
digital technologies and resources between the global “north” 
and “south.” These inequalities take various forms. For ex-
ample, English remains the primary language of most software 
programs and websites; the global north profits from data- 
harvesting information from the global south; and most soft-
ware and technological infrastructure is produced in the global 
north, thus shaping how the global south uses technology.

Most striking is the plain issue of access. For example, in 
the United States, 88.5 percent of the population use the inter-
net, while in Syria only around 30 percent of the population 
are users. In Iraq, it is 13 percent and in Afghanistan, another 
country with cultural heritage at risk, not even 7 percent.15 
Allahyari’s project points to the link between the problem of 
access and the problem of content. So far, most of the found-
ers and prime movers of the digital reconstruction projects that 
focus on archeological sites in Syria and Iraq destroyed by or 
under threat from the IS are from America or Western Europe, 
and they have not uniformly sought input on the creation, con-
trol, or interpretation of images from Syrians or Iraqis.

Allahyari’s project attempts to diffuse such “digital colo-
nialism” by tying her reconstructions to lived history. Within 
each object, she inserts memory cards filled with information, 
in the form of images, maps, pdf files, and videos, which she 
gathered from multiple sources in multiple languages, includ-
ing English, Farsi, and Arabic. Allahyari contacted staff from 
the Mosul Museum itself as well as other archeologists and 
historians in Iraq, Iran, and America. These alternate and often 
conflicting viewpoints and interpretations are the bedrock of 
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her project, and are also freely available for separate download 
by the public.16 Allahyari’s attempts to reduce her own author-
ity and to force viewers to come to their own understandings 
of the objects also inform her choices of scale and materials: 
she prints her objects in clear resin at a much reduced scale, 
meaning the viewer cannot mistake them for the originals. 
Her models thus clearly mark themselves as the product of a 
modeler rather than attempt to convince the viewer that they 
are neutral representations of the past.

One of the inherent arguments made by digital recreations 
is that they are complete models, that they capture and rep-
resent every possible detail. These claims of accuracy com-
pleteness seduce the viewer into trusting the model- maker, 
forgetting— or never realizing— that digitalization is not an 
automatic process but involves many choices and manipula-
tions, both of simple appearance and the larger interpretation 
of a site or monument. For example, the Factum Foundation, a 
cultural heritage modelling organization, has pointed out that 
the Palmyra Arch, in contrast to the claims of painstaking veri-
similitude made about it in the media, in fact features several 
areas of simplification that depart radically from the origi-
nal; for example, the complex vegetal forms of its Corinthian 
capitals have been replaced by smooth tongues of stone.17 
Such differences between original and model reveal the hand 
of an uncredited digital sculptor for the arch. Reconstructions 
have makers, and we must pay attention to who these makers 
are, lest they disappear as does the arch itself in another of 
Woodring’s altered videos, in which he undermines the pag-
eantry of its presentation by digitally removing the arch itself 
from a press video of its unveiling, letting the cloth covering 
the arch flutter to the ground to reveal a void.

Figure 4. Ryan Woodring, Decimate 
Mesh, 4- channel video installation, 
altered videos, 2016 (http://
ryanwoodring.com/decimate-mesh-2/).
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In this context, when looking at some alternate projects, 
we see that what might at first appear to be weaknesses— 
technological crudity, obviousness of artifice, lack of mimetic 
illusion, reliance on or privileging of personal memories— are 
actually strengths that permit or even force the viewer to arrive 
at their own interpretations of the modeled heritage. For ex-
ample, a number of Syrian artists living in the Za’atari refugee 
camp in Jordan are recreating damaged, destroyed, or unreach-
able cultural sites using the few materials available to them— 
wood, clay, rocks. An art teacher and painter named Mahmoud 
Hariri has built a model of Palmyra from clay and wooden 
kebab skewers, explaining that his goal is for Za’atari resi-
dents to connect with their country and culture: “This is a way 
for them not to forget.”18 The fragility of his materials speaks to 
both the fragility and durability of these memories.

Meanwhile, the Brussels- based artist Benjamin Loyauté 
has arrived at perhaps the least obviously mimetic material in 
which to replicate destroyed art: candy. Loyauté, a long- time 
and repeated traveler to Syria, reacted to the news of destruc-
tion there by ordering a million rose- flavored candies shaped 
like so- called eye idols, ancient artifacts that are found by the 
thousands in votive deposits in Middle Eastern archeological 
sites. Often crudely carved, these artifacts have relatively low 
value on the antiquities market, and so are probably being 
discarded by looters now digging in these sites, hoping for a 
bigger prize that will justify the risks of smuggling it out of the 
country. Loyauté’s candies link a protest against this destruc-
tion with a commemoration of modern- day Syrian cultures of 

Figure 5. Artists in Za’atari refugee 
camp, Jordan, recreate Syrian 
historic sites, June 23, 2015. Photo 
by Christopher Herwig. Copyright 
UNHCR/Christopher Herwig.
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hospitality, sweet- making, and street markets; he displays 
them along with a film shot in the Bequaa Valley refugee camp, 
on the Lebanese border, in which he asked Syrians to tell him 
about the sweets they miss— a synecdoche for the whole of the 
lives they have left.

The Iraqi American artist Michael Rakowitz has also linked 
food and antiquities in a long- term project, begun in 2007, to 
recreate all eight thousand artifacts stolen from the National 
Museum of Iraq in the aftermath of the U.S. invasion of April 
2003. He has reconstructed around five hundred so far, but 
the project has now expanded to include IS- destroyed arti-
facts as well. Rakowitz reconstructs the artifacts using pack-
aging of Middle Eastern foodstuffs imported into the United 
States and pages from Arabic- English newspapers available 
there— materials that he describes as “fragments of cultural 
visibility”19 that contrast with the invisibility of the artifacts 
themselves, first obscured by the fog of war and now dis-
appeared into the black market.

Artworks like these make obvious the general absence, 
within most digital reconstructions, of any indication that the 
reconstructed sites or objects had lived, post- antique history. 
Most digital reconstructions also lack human figures, alternate 
interpretations of the artifact besides the narrative presented 
by the modeler, and information about the way the artifact has 

Figure 6. Benjamin Loyautè, Le Bruit 
des Bonbons— The Astounding Eyes 
of Syria Chapter II. Partial installation 
view of Louloupti— The Host and the 
Sweet series, 2015. Candies, bronze, 
blown glass, 335 x 160 mm signed ref . 
Edition 300 + 8 AP date: 2015– 2017 at 
Casino Luxembourg, 2016. Copyright 
Photo Dylan Perrenoud / Courtesy of 
the artist. 
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passed through time and the meanings accreted onto it. These 
absences mean that even seemingly simple digital models 
transmit convincing, unified interpretations of objects, leaving 
no room for alternate interpretations or even any signal that 
these alternate interpretations might exist. The empty spaces 
of digital reconstructions can appear ready for conquest, in the 
same way, for example, that early European settlers imagined 
the landscape of America to be empty. Paintings, drawings, 
and later photographs showed vast stretches of land without 
any evidence of human inhabitants. These works aimed atten-
tion away from Native Americans and their settlements, and 
this redirecting of viewers’ perceptions helped elide the fact 
of other claims to the “wide open” land.

Similarly, the emptiness of digital reconstructions leaves 
the viewer free to claim those spaces for his or her own interpre-
tation and identification. It could be objected that many digital 
models are purely visual, without any associated information at 
all. But this absence does not prompt the viewer to think about 
the variety of meanings an object can have. The reverse is true. 
Absence sends a powerful message: that nothing stands in the 
way of the viewer’s own interpretations of the site. By contrast, 
nonmimetic or memory- based artist projects emphasize the 
necessity of interpretation.

The common link in the artistic reactions to the destruc-
tion of cultural heritage discussed in this article are that they 
permit, or even force, their viewers to arrive at their own inter-
pretations of the modeled heritage. We need these prompts, 
especially in an era when disputes over who controls cultural 
heritage are tied to disputes over territory and lives. In our 
complex world, where we are tied together not only by a shared 
cultural heritage but also by economies of resource exploita-
tion, weapons sales, and the market for looted antiquities, as 
well as memes, social media, and all of the other promises and 
perils of the internet, nothing is simple— not even something 
that claims to be merely a replica.
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